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"Thank you, President Luke, on behalf of all the employees in my department." After getting Hanson's affirmation, the person in

charge of the advertising department breathed a sigh of relief. The bonus didn't matter as long as Hanson gave his approval, or

they might have to work overtime in the company for another night.

Hanson nodded. "Go ahead."

"Yes, sir."

Soon, they published this advertisement on Luke Corporation's official Twitter account without notice as per their plan. Almost in

an instant, it was reported by major media and spread all across the internet at the same time, with headlines such as 'Hanson

and Vania's Advertisement Endorsement,' 'Luke Corporation and Galaxy Corporation's Strong Union,' 'Fantasy Daydream

Jewelry's New Release—Light Chaser,' 'Luke Corporation's Advertising Spokesperson,' 'Vania Greyson's Work,' and so on.

'I'm not hallucinating, right? President Luke and Vania Greyson are the spokespeople?'

'Wouldn't this advertisement break records?'

'Why does it look like a wedding photo to me? They look too good with each other.'

'Wasn't Bella Godwin the spokesperson? What's with the sudden change? What is going on?'

'Right, why did they change the spokesperson all of a sudden? Is there not an official statement?'

'I heard that Bella went to endorse another advertisement from Luke Corporation instead of Fantasy Daydream Jewelry.'

'But, it's a good thing that we can see the two people in charge film an advertisement together.'

Of course, Melanie had a huge contribution to the polarized comments on the internet, and more and more people began to

wonder why the spokesperson was not Bella.

'Then, was the audition a lie?'

'Since they didn't need the champion as their spokesperson, why did they hold that audition?'

As more netizens tagged Bella in their comments, she saw the contents on Twitter and immediately posted a statement to

explain the matter.

'First of all, I would like to apologize to all my followers. This advertisement was too perfect, and I could never express the

emotions behind it personally, so I took the initiative to resign from the endorsement myself. It was my failure to explain this in

time, and I have caused a misunderstanding for everyone. President Luke and President Greyson have always taken great care

of me, so I would like to take this opportunity to thank them. I hope everyone can understand and continue to support me in my

future acting career.'

Bella's well-thought-out statement quickly made netizens who didn't know the truth praise her unanimously, and they also

stopped their suspicion of Vania and Hanson.

Seeing that she was being praised so well on the internet, Bella smiled triumphantly and once again sat in Hereward's arms,

saying to him in a coy voice, "This time, it's thanks to your advice that I've become so popular."

Hereward was still pinching her chin as he said, "As long as you listen to me, I can guarantee that you will become the most

famous celebrity. I can do that much."

Bella immediately nodded obediently. "I'll do everything you say."

Melanie hadn't expected that the posts she had carefully come up with would be destroyed by Bella's statement, and she

trembled with anger. Now that Vania was gaining popularity on the internet, Melanie felt that she couldn't remain patient

anymore.

She picked up her phone and posted on Twitter, but as she still didn't have the guts to post it with her true identity, she sent the

Tweet anonymously and hired some paid posters to boost her up on the trending searches.

Celebrity Scandals posted: 'Vania intervened in Melanie and Hanson's relationship. According to a source, Melanie had given

birth to a child with Hanson as early as five years ago and has been staying by Hanson's side discreetly since then. However,

Vania suddenly appeared and used various methods to destroy their relationship and intervene in the lives of the two, even

threatening their children.'
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